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Paulaner Bräuhaus Singapore 

"The Place for Beer"

This popular bar brews its own beer and serves a generally masculine

clientele. Relatively quiet during the day, it starts filling quickly from about

6p when the office workers have finished their day. Of the three levels,

the first is quite small and accommodates a few high tables and chairs.

Alternatively, sit at the bar counter and chat with the friendly bartenders.

Upstairs is a German restaurant where the pork knuckle and German

sausages come highly recommended. Enjoy your beer indoors or alfresco.

There is also a selection of liquors and wines sold by the glass or bottle.

 +65 6883 2572  www.paulaner-

brauhaus.com/

 singapore@paulaner-

brauhaus.com

 9 Raffles Boulevard, #01-01

Millenia Walk, Singapore
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Sofra Turkish Cafe & Restaurant 

"Affordable Turkish Dining"

The Sofra Turkish Cafe & Restaurant does not score big on decor and

presentation but it serves up good, solid food that keeps customers

coming back for more. Chairs and tables are functional affairs but a glass

panel allows diners to sneak a peek into the goings-on in the cooking

area. Choices such as the doner kebab, pide and the yaprak sarmasi are

definite must-tries. All dishes are fresh and served within minutes. No

alcoholic drinks are served here. Instead enjoy Turkish coffee and other

traditional drinks.

 +65 6291 1433  www.sofra.com.sg  100 Beach Road, Shaw Tower,

Singapore
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Iggy's 

"World Leader in European Cuisine"

Iggy's, founded by an award-winning chef and sommelier Ignatius Chan,

has bagged multiple prestigious awards that declare it as not only the

best restaurant for contemporary European cuisine in Singapore and Asia,

but also all over the globe. Don your most fashionable apparel while

heading to this classy restaurant. Few can afford its lavish tasting and set

menus, but those who do receive an experience of a lifetime. European

Classics such as Tuna and Scallop, Lotus Root and Wagyu are presented

in novel flavors along with attractive visual presentation. Do not forget to

sample the premium wines from their bar.

 +65 6732 2234  www.iggys.com.sg/  marcom@iggys.com.sg  581 Orchard Road, The

Hilton Hotel, Level 3,

Singapore
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